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Abstract: This conceptual paper, a contribution to the tenth anniversary Special Issue of Information,
gives a cross-disciplinary review of general and unified theories of information. A selective literature
review is used to update a 2013 article on bridging the gaps between conceptions of information in
different domains, including material from the physical and biological sciences, from the humanities
and social sciences including library and information science, and from philosophy. A variety of
approaches and theories are reviewed, including those of Brenner, Brier, Burgin and Wu, Capurro,
Cárdenas-García and Ireland, Hidalgo, Hofkirchner, Kolchinsky and Wolpert, Floridi, Mingers and
Standing, Popper, and Stonier. The gaps between disciplinary views of information remain, although
there has been progress, and increasing interest, in bridging them. The solution is likely to be either a
general theory of sufficient flexibility to cope with multiple meanings of information, or multiple
and distinct theories for different domains, but with a complementary nature, and ideally boundary
spanning concepts.

Keywords: information theory; entropy; review; general theories of information; unified theories of
information; philosophy of information; library and information science

1. Introduction

‘Information is in everything. It has become the foremost concept in biology, physics, economics,
engineering, philosophy, decision-making, methodology of science, artificial intelligence, computer
science, etc. Naturally, in different domains, information appeared in different forms and shapes,
which depend on the context and environment . . . Due to such a diversity of information forms and
shapes, researchers have built many specialized information theories trying to reflect important aspects
of information’ [1] (p. 1).

While we might consider this view, expressed by Burgin and Hofkircher, to be somewhat
exaggerated—we doubt if the average physicist or philosopher, even today, necessarily considers
information their most important concept—there is much truth in their summarisation. The multiplicity
of information theories, and of conceptions of information, leads to discontinuities and incompatibilities,
to gaps.

In a book chapter published six years ago [2], based on an earlier conference presentation [3],
we examined the usage of the term ‘information’ in various subjects and domains, considering, in
particular, these gaps, or discontinuities in understanding, between them. This, we hoped, would
shed light on the perennial question of whether there is some underlying sameness in the nature of
information as understood in different domains; whether it is, in some sense, the same thing. The
alternative, of course, is that there is little or no underlying sameness; rather the situation is confused
by the use of the same English word—information—for things and processes which have only a
superficial, or a very general, similarity [4].
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In that chapter we examined five domains: information and communications technology;
information physics; information biology; social information; and philosophy of information. Particular
attention was given to the perspective of library and information science (LIS), as this was the focus
of the volume in which the chapter appeared. We argued that this focus was appropriate, as LIS is
the domain which, above all others, focuses on information, and whose contributions are somewhat
underrated outside the discipline; this focus will be maintained in the present article. Three specific
conceptions for gap-bridging by providing an account of information relevant across all domains were
given: those due Stonier, Bates, and Floridi, respectively.

Our conclusions to this chapter were that it is worth trying to bridge the gaps, and that attempts to
do so have provided valuable insights. Not through the finding of simple and direct equivalences, but
rather through the identification of more subtle insights, perhaps through the use of boundary spanning
concepts such as complexity and entropy, or through the generation of entirely new conceptions. The
study of gap-bridging has often been equated with the construction of unified, or general, theories
of information, generally requiring a single definitive answer to the question ‘what is information?’.
However, such a grand theory may not be necessary, and indeed may not be feasible [5–7]. We will
consider gap-bridging ideas both within and without general theories.

In this paper, our intention is to consider developments in the six years since ‘Mind the Gap’ was
written, and to extend the discussion to include a wider variety of theories and conceptualizations
beyond those mentioned in the original paper, and hence to assess whether we are any nearer to an
understanding of the sameness of information across domains. This analysis is based on a selective
literature review, with materials from bibliographic databases (Web of Science and Library and
Information Science and Technology Abstracts), from Google Scholar, and from reference and citation
following. In covering such a broad area in a relatively short paper, this will necessarily be an overview,
limited in the degree of detail in which each aspect can be discussed.

This paper is intended as a contribution to the debate about the nature of information; a debate
which is long-running, as Capurro points out [8], but which appears to be gaining in intensity and
significance. However, since our focus is on gap-bridging proposals, and there is a substantial
literature relating to these, we will not address the question of the nature of information, nor of the
relations between data, information, knowledge, and similar entities, except where they form part of a
gap-bridging theory,

An initial presentation of developments since 2013 is followed by a discussion of gap-bridging
concepts, including the three in the original paper and others which have emerged, or taken on an
importance, since its publication. The intention throughout is to update the original ‘Mind the Gap’
chapter without repeating its arguments in any detail.

2. The Information Concept in Different Domains

This part of the paper is structured in a similar, though simpler, way to that of the original chapter:
developments in science and technology; developments in humanities and social sciences, including
library and information science; and developments in philosophy of information.

2.1. Information in Science and Technology

The concept of objective information began within communication technology [9], was introduced
into the physical and biological sciences through Brillouin and Schrödinger, and continues to extend
its reach; see, for example, the contributions to the volumes edited by Davies and Gregersen [10] and
by Durham and Rickes [11].

Interest in, and use of, information concepts, and Shannon’s information theory in particular,
within the physical sciences have continued to increase and have been reviewed from the perspective
of gap-bridging [12–15].

The increasing acceptance of information as a physical quantity is indicated by the importance
given to it in an article on the next hundred years in physics by Nobel laureate Frank Wilczek [16],
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who predicts that fundamental action principles, and thus the laws of physics, will be interpreted as
statements about information and its transformation.

He notes that there has been a unification fusing the physical quantity entropy and the conceptual
quantity information, and argues for the necessity for a strong formal connection between entropy and
action. This information-entropy relationship has been, and remains, at the heart of discussions of
information physics. In an influential review article, Parrondo, Horowitz and Sagawa [17] analyse the
introduction of information into thermodynamics, suggesting that to reconcile the information/entropy
relation with classical thermodynamics, which makes no mention of information, requires two things:
restating thermodynamic laws to incorporate information explicitly, and clarifying the physical nature
of information, so that it enters thermodynamic laws as a physical entity, not an abstraction. These
authors suggest that we are still several steps away from a complete understanding of the physical
nature of information; in particular, we need a general physical theory of information to explain how
the macroscopic world and the subjectivity of entropy emerge from statistical mechanics. An example
of continuing studies of this kind is given by Müller [18], who shows how the entropy of a gas is partly
comprised of information about the location of the molecules. The information/entropy relationship
in complex systems has been analysed in detail in a book chapter [19], and set in context in a recent
review article [20].

The information/entropy relationship, of course, relates to the second law of thermodynamics. An
example of the continuing penetration of information concepts into physics is given in the demonstration
that the third law of thermodynamics, generally expressed as the impossibility of reaching absolute
zero, is related to the maximum speed with which information can be erased [21]. There has also been
continuing interest in reconstructing the formalism of quantum theory in information terms [22,23].

Information concepts are playing an ever-increasing role in our understanding of the biological
realm, conceptually as well as through the techniques of bioinformatics. This follows Schrödinger’s
initial insight that information may play a crucial role as a fundamental feature of living systems
and may provide a link between the living and non-living worlds [24]; for reviews marking the 75th
anniversary of the publication of Schrödinger’s book, see [25,26]. Later insights included Gatlin’s
introduction of information theory concepts into biology [27], and Marijuan’s conclusion that living
existence is ‘informational’, that there is an ‘invisible hand’ of information in biology [28]. Davies
provides an accessible recent review of progress towards a general theory of biological information [29].

The contributions of Thomas Sebeok (1920–2001) to the development of biosemiotics, or semiotic
biology, are being more widely recognised. This takes a very different view of information in biology
to the more common invocation of Shannon’s information formalism and focuses on communication,
signs, and meaning within all living systems, thereby providing ‘a bridge between biology, philosophy,
linguistics and the communication sciences’ [30]; see also [31–33].

Another means of bringing the concepts of information, meaning, and complexity into biology
is the concept of ‘code biology’, promoted particularly by Marcello Barbieri, the analysis of codes
in living systems at various levels from the genetic code to codes of culture [34,35]. An anonymous
reviewer has suggested that the idea of mechanism in code biology may reasonably be compared to the
idea of maker’s knowledge in Floridi’s Philosophy of Information; an intriguing gap-bridging analogy.

Lacking at present a generally accepted over-arching theory, we observe numerous studies
expanding understanding of information concepts in various areas of biology. To give a flavour of
these, we can mention Integrated Information Theory, which studies consciousness as a function of
information processing at different levels [36]: the idea that spiders use their webs as an external
information-storing memory device [37], and the realization that biological cells perform a kind of
optimal processing during development [38].

Of significance to both the physical and biological sciences, and of particular relevance to this
review, is a new definition of semantic information, intended to complement Shannon’s syntactic
information and defined as syntactic information that a physical system has about its environment,
which is causally necessary for the system to maintain its own existence [39]. It is notable that, although
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these authors note that a definition of semantic information is of interest, inter alia, to philosophy,
they do not cite any of the philosophical theories discussed later; a symptom, perhaps, of a systemic
problem of this topic, to be discussed in the conclusions. An alternative definition of information,
rooted in semiotics and related to many other conceptions, has been proposed by Cárdenas-García and
Ireland [40].

Although there is continuing, and indeed increasing, interest in the study of information as a
component of the physical world and as intrinsic to the biological realm, the information-related
theories advanced within this domain do not generally extend to the human and social worlds. For
such gap-bridging theories, we must current look to philosophy, as discussed below.

2.2. Information in Humanities and Social Sciences

In the area of humanities and social sciences (HSS), qualitative analyses of the nature of information,
without being developed into fuller theories, continue, recent examples being due to Bosancic and
Matijevic [41], Capurro [8] and Chapman [42]. Janich, answering the question ‘what is information?’
in a book with that title, argues for a view of information as a cultural artefact, rooted in philosophy
of language, and denying any real relation between Shannon information and thermodynamic
entropy [43]. Clearly, such a viewpoint will not lend itself to development of any kind of integrated
theory of information, nor will the increasingly prevalent use of information, entropy, and complexity,
within literature (see, for example, the reviews by Hayles [44], and by Groes [45], although they
are a further reminder of the increasing reach of these ideas). This increasing reach may be seen as
an outworking of Luciano Floridi’s The Fourth Revolution [46], as the centrality of information, and
information technologies in our society is increasingly reflected in art and literature, and explicitly
recognised in the work of creative artists; see, for example, the recent study by Gorichanaz [47].

The same limitations may perhaps also be said to apply to two very significant contributions from
HSS, those of Brier and of Capurro, which emphasise hermeneutics, communication, and meaning,
and may therefore be categorised as humanist, or neo-humanist, approaches.

Søren Brier’s cybersemiotics, a transdisciplinary framework, where signs, meaning, and
interpretation are fundamental, and where, to quote the title of Brier’s best known text ‘information is
not enough’ [48–51]. Based on Pierce’s semiotics, and to a degree overlapping with the biosemiotics
approach noted above, it focuses on signs producing meaning in biological systems, including the
human and the social, and eschews a purely logical and mathematical foundation. It has been highly
influential, Brenner denoting it as ‘one of the most significant and original recent contributions to
information theory’ [52] (p. 154). It is not, however, easy to see how it bridges the gap to the physical
world, although Brier’s arguments are cogent in pointing out the lacuna between some objective
logical formulations of information and the richness of lived meaningful experience. Mingers and
Standing provide a somewhat similar theory of information based on signs and messages, but one
which allows that information exists in the absence of observers/recipients and also includes the
Floridi-like requirement that information be true or correct; hence the theory is denoted as one of
objective and veridical information [53].

Capurro recommends a concept of information that connects human and non-human ‘angeletic’
phenomena, without attempting to ignore their differences, noting that this has some commonality
with Brier’s cybersemiotics [54]; for a comparison with other information theories, see [55].

Although systems such as those of Brier and of Capurro are likely to lead in themselves to unified
theories, it may be that they will be complementary to more objective schemes, the gaps being bridged
through this complementarity, as is implied by Brier [51].

Finally, in this section may be mentioned the work of Hidalgo [56], who gives a broad qualitative
analysis of economic, social, and business issues in terms of Shannon’s information, complexity, and
information entropy.
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2.3. Philosophy of Information

There has been continued interest in the development of general theories, or unified theories, of
information, bridging the gaps between the ideas of information in different domains. Brenner gives a
helpful comparison of several [52], and later developments are briefly reviewed below.

In the original ‘Mind the Gap’ paper, we identified several such philosophical contributions to the
concept of information, mentioning three in particular: the attempts by various philosophers, most
notably Fred Dretske, to develop Shannon’s information theory to include meaning and knowledge;
Karl Popper’s Three Worlds ontology, and particularly his World Three of objective knowledge; and
Luciano Floridi’s Philosophy of Information.

The first of these is generally considered to have met with little success. Rather, the ideas advanced
have been incorporated into more recent and more extensive philosophical approaches, most notably
that of Floridi, who develops his analysis of information on the basis of Shannon’s theory and extends
it to meaningful information and to knowledge. We may conclude that it is this approach which will
take forward the ideas pioneered by Dretske and others.

The ontology put forward by Popper [57], once heralded as a theory of information suitable
to form a foundation for information science [58], and by implication other social sciences, has
generally fallen into disfavour as an unnecessary complication, or even a mystification, of the concept
of information. Notturno, himself an advocate of the value of Popper’s ideas, wrote that ‘most
contemporary philosophers regard World 3 as an unfortunate product of Popper’s old age: as
incoherent, irrelevant and perhaps, if the truth be told, a bit ridiculous . . . [but] . . . most philosophers
who reject Popper’s theory of World 3 simply do not understand it’ [59] (pp. 139 and 145). While
we have argued that a reappraisal of Popper’s ontology is overdue and would be worthwhile [55], it
remains for the moment out of favour in philosophical circles, although it continues to be referenced
within LIS; see, for example, [60].

It is worth noting that Floridi has acknowledged the influence of Popper’s idea of World Three
of objective knowledge in the development of his Philosophy of Information [61] (p. 95); the point
is discussed by Bawden and Robinson, and by Floridi, in a set of essays on Floridi’s The Logic of
Information [62]. Burgin also notes a relation between his General Theory of Information and Popper’s
ontology [63] (pp. 58-59 and 551). As with Dretske, therefore, we may see Popper’s insights being best
carried forward within these more recent and more developed philosophical frameworks.

Floridi’s Philosophy of Information (PI) has been developed over a long period and described in
numerous publication, encapsulated in his The Philosophy of Information [64], as noted in the original
‘Mind the Gap’ chapter. The scheme has been considerably extended since then, as set out in Floridi’s
The Ethics of Information [65] and The Logic of Information [61]; a further volume, the last of a tetralogy, of
the politics of information is forthcoming. This is an ambitious ‘philosophy for the information age’,
which is now bearing fruit, as we will note later, in providing detailed analyses of the philosophical
and ethical aspects of the developing information society and its enabling digital technologies. It
is founded in an integrated theory of information at all levels and has proved the most fruitful of
such approaches so far. Core to this is a general definition of information, with information equated
to ‘well-formed, meaningful, and truthful data’, a view which Floridi notes is in accordance with
Shannon’s formalism. Data are understood as a lack of uniformity, a notable difference or distinction.
Information is converted to knowledge through being interrelated. This provides an integrated view,
which incorporates various forms of information, including physical, environmental, and biological
information, as the information and knowledge created and communicated by Floridi’s ‘inforgs’:
humans and other information processing entities.

Floridi emphasises that PI is not intended to provide a single, unified theory of information in
all domains, but rather to provide a formal framework for linking and relating the various aspects
and manifestations of information, and hence for integrating, though not in a reductionist way, all
information-centred disciplines [66]. As an example of its extensibility, Walton has presented a model
which extends Floridi’s concepts by explicitly integrating evolutionary, static, and dynamic views
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of information, highlighting relations between information in the physical world and information
as symbolic content, and has used this to analyse the relation between information, truth, and
meaning [67–69].

A somewhat similar approach, bridging gaps through a broad and formal approach, has been
taken by Mark Burgin, in his General Theory of Information (GTI) [63,70–72], extended to include
an evolutionary perspective [73]; a helpful summary is given by Burgin and Feistel [74]. Developed
over several decades, the GTI is a mathematical theory, aiming to incorporate previous approaches,
including those of Shannon, Bar-Hillel, Dretske, and others. It aims, as Brenner puts it in a review of
Burgin’s 2010 book, to ‘explain relations between a huge diversity of meanings of the word information,
making it possible to unify these understandings’ [75] (p. 224). Burgin’s GTI offers a parametric
definition of information as that which has a capacity to cause changes in a system, so that information
may be seen as a form of energy. This concept is used to integrate earlier formal definitions of
information from various information theory perspectives into a single mathematical framework with
a series of ontological and axiological principles which express what information is, and how it may be
measured. This approach may, in principle, encompass all forms of information including the physical,
biological, mental, and social, and encompassing syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic information.
It recognises the distinction between the two basic classes of structural, or embedded, information,
which may be related to physical entropy, and symbolic information, which assigns meaning, and is
associated with living creatures [74,76,77]: ‘Information constitutes a bridge between lifeless physics
and living beings struggling for survival’ [74] (p. 141). There is a clear analogy here with Floridi’s
categories of environmental and semantic information. The GTI also addresses the relation between
data, information, and knowledge [78]. From it has been developed a series of multiple taxonomies
relating all aspects of information in context, based on a triad of physical world, mental world, and
world of structures [79]. Burgin’s GTI, though an ambitious and broad formalism, has not as yet been
extended in any detail into social and ethical domains, as Floridi’s has, but it may be regarded as an
alternative general formalism with a similar potential for wide applicability.

Joseph Brenner and Wu Kun have developed what they consider to be a revolution in philosophy,
based on a convergence of the science and philosophy of information, and an ‘informational turn’ in
both science and philosophy, leading to a metaphilosophy with information at its centre [80–82]. This
examines the role of information, with both its physical and non-physical components, in complex
processes across various domains, using a non-standard logic, Logic in Reality (LIR), for its analyses.
LIR is a physical theory, and through it information may be directly related to aspects of the physical
and biological worlds [83,84]. There is a clear similarity here with Floridi’s conception of PI as
philosophy [64] for the information age. Some of the similarities and differences are analysed by
Brenner and Wu [52,82,85] and by Floridi [86].

We should also mention a further approach to a theory of information applicable across domains
due to Wolfgang Hofkirchner, of whose work Brenner commented that in it ‘the concept of a Unified
Theory of Information has been developed most completely’ [81]. Hofkirchner’s aim is to seek a theory,
a ‘superconcept’, which would encompass all the different manifestations of information, including
the physical and the nonphysical. This ambitious programme is manifested as a framework based
on complex systems theory and emergent properties [87–90], the most elaborate and sophisticated
account of information in terms of complexity and emergence; for earlier suggestions of this sort,
see [91]. Hokfkirchner’s theory, however, seems not to have been developed further, nor applied by
others, in recent years.

3. Bridging the Gaps

In the original chapter, we identified three significant conceptions of an integrated view of
information across domains, due respectively to Tom Stonier, a scholar of science and society, Marcia
Bates, a professor of library and information science, and Luciano Floridi, a philosopher and ethicist.
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We now briefly review developments in each of these, without repeating our original analysis, before
introducing some new developments.

Stonier proposed a conception of information as integrated across the physical, biological, and
mental in three books [92–94] and summarised in two journal articles [95,96]. Information is, for Stonier,
most fundamentally a physical entity analogous to matter and to energy, being the capacity to create
and maintain organization within a system. He argues that this organizing function of information is
expressed in the biological world and then in the human intelligence, and in meaning, expressed in
recorded information.

Stonier’s views have been highly influential, and his books have together been cited over 1000
times. Morán-Reyes suggests that a framework for LIS could be developed based on Stonier’s theory
of information, but does not set this idea out in detail [97]. It is fair to say that there has been little
explicit development of Stonier’s specific proposal, and that his work is held up, rather, as an early
example of a unified gap-bridging theory of information.

Bates presented an integrated concept of information, from the physical world through the
biological realm to meaning and to human knowledge, starting from the idea that information is
the degree of order in any system [98,99]. It may be seen, as Bates remarks, as an extension of the
ideas of Goontilake [100] and of Madden [101], which considered the relations between information in
the biological realm and the human social world of communicable knowledge. Whilst undeniably
ambitious and wide in scope, the idea suffers from a plethora of forms of information (Information-1,
Information-2, Data-1, Data-2, and Knowledge) without formal definition and without clear demarcation
between them. In particular, it remains unclear how the gap between information in the physical realm
and in the realm of meaning is bridged. Bates’ work has certainly been influential (her two papers have
each been cited over 200 times), particularly within library and information science, but it appears that
there have been no significant extensions to, or developments of, her ideas.

Floridi’s PI, as noted above, is a sophisticated and wide-ranging conception, set out in a considerable
number of books and articles; a comprehensive overview is given in a set of monographs [46,61,64,65]
and in an accessible short introduction [102]. For critical assessments of his scheme as a gap-bridging
programme, and comparisons with others, see [7,103–105].

PI has received a great deal of attention and application in the years since the original ‘Mind the
Gap’ chapter was written. Virtually all of this attention has been focused on applications to human
information, to the development of what Floridi terms ‘mature information societies’, and to the
appropriate and ethical use of new technologies: examples are privacy [106], data ethics [107], big
data [108], information governance [109], artificial intelligence [110], and the politics of information
societies [111].

Floridi’s PI has been particularly extensively analysed within the LIS discipline, and indeed
proposed as a suitable theoretical foundation for that domain: for overviews, see [62,112], and for
examples of individual contributions to the debate, see [104,113–116]. This is the only example of one
of the general theories from philosophy being adopted within, and potentially contributed to by, a
discipline other than the one in which it was developed. For comparison, Mingers and Standing note
that Floridi’s PI is rarely referenced in the information systems literature [53] (p. 96).

At its most fundamental level, PI addresses the nature of reality itself, through the philosophical
stance of ‘informational structural realism’, which holds that there is an observer-independent
reality, whose ultimate nature is neither physical or mental, but informational, and defined by the
interactions between informational entities [64,117,118]. Also fundamental to PI is the principle
of Levels of Abstraction (LoA), which allows information in any context to considered at different
levels [64,119,120]; see also Chapman [121] on the advantages of a ‘layered’ perspective on information,
of which Floridi’s LoA is one example. There is an interesting analogy between PI, with its concepts of
a once-only move to an infosphere populated by inforgs, and Stonier’s suggestion that the emergence
of machine intelligence presages an evolutionary discontinuity [95].
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Floridi’s approach, therefore, seems well-suited to reconciling concepts of information in different
domains, including the physical and the biological; there seems, however, to have been little or
no application of Floridi’s concepts upstream in the physical and biological realms, certainly not
compared to its applications to social and ethical issues. Nonetheless, it seems evident that of the
three gap-bridging proposals identified in the original chapter, Floridi’s is the one which has been, and
remains, particularly actively researched and applied.

4. Conclusions

Any gap-bridging proposal for information must address what has come to be known as Capurro’s
trilemma [5]. This suggests that we must understand the meaning of information in different domains
in one of three ways: it has the same meaning in all contexts (univocity); it has one true meaning
in a specific context, but may be applied as an analogy in others (analogy); or it may have multiple,
equally valid meanings in different contexts (equivocity). Each of these poses different problems
for gap-bridging proposals [55]. The first is plainly unhelpful, if not simply incorrect. The second
lends itself to overly simple analogies, and the third makes any unified theory impossible, and any
gap-bridging impossible.

The literature reviewed in this paper suggests that there are two ways to proceed: via a general
theory of sufficient flexibility to cope with multiple meanings of information, as with Floridi’s LOA
approach, or via distinct theories for different domains, but with a complementary nature and perhaps
boundary spanning concepts, as with cybersemiotics and ‘angeletics’.

Of the gap-bridging theories reviewed here, Floridi’s PI has been more developed towards
information society and ethics, with clear applications and impact, while Hofkirschner uses his unified
theory to address the problems of sustainable information societies [90]. The approaches of Burgin,
and of Brenner and Wu, have been more developed towards links with the physical sciences. There has
been little uptake, or comparison, of these frameworks within other disciplines, although Morán-Reyes
has given a comparison, albeit limited in detail, of the theories of Stonier, Burgin, and Floridi, from the
perspective of LIS [97].

The best way of understanding the relationship between physical entropy and the various
formulations of information remains to be determined, as does the debate, originating with Shannon and
Wiener, as to whether information should be associated with order or with its opposite. ‘Unfortunately,’
Joseph Brenner wrote in 2014, ‘the link of [philosophical] views to science, while adding a further
dimension to the discussion often remains insufficiently elaborated’ [52] (p. 137); the same is surely
true today.

It is notable that, as mentioned earlier, Kolchinsky and Wolpert’s paper [39], introducing a new
definition of semantic information for the sciences, cites none of the philosophical theories mentioned
here; in general, studies on the information concept within the physical sciences are restricted to their
own domains. The various general and unified theories of information have all, in various ways,
sought an extension to the physical and biological realms, but none seems fully satisfactory and none
has been used in developing theory within the sciences.

The gaps then remain, although there has been progress and increasing interest in bridging them.
This need not depress us. The nature of information and the best ways in which we may understand it
are surely open questions, which will never be finally solved, but about which much understanding
may be gained. If, as Floridi tells us, all open questions are philosophical [122], then we should continue
to philosophize, and our hope is that cross-disciplinary reviews such as this may act as a stimulus.
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